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What is a Nature Positive Economy

A global economy that operates within planetary boundaries* thus helping to achieve the goals of the Post 2020 Global Biodiversity Framework.

Increasing levels of nature over time.

---

Learning from the net zero global architecture

- **Global Goal**
- **Global sectoral pathways/governance**
- **National (legislated) targets**
- **National strategy**
- **Private sector regulation & guidance**

**Net Zero**
- Paris Accords
- IEA pathways
- Science Based Targets
- NDCs
- Economic policy National sectoral pathways
- TCFD
- ISSB

**Nature Positive**
- CBD
- SBTN
- IPBES
- Binding goals
- NBSAPs
- Economic policy Sectoral pathways
- TNFD
Changing incentives and unlocking finance

Overseas Development Assistance

$ $

Global Capital Markets

$$$$
Our economies are global
The proposal for a Roadmap to a Nature Positive Economy

An inclusive, equitable and politically-mandated process to set out:

- A clear ‘vision’ of what an NPE looks like.
- The international architecture reforms required to drive an NPE.
- A strategic plan for how to implement these reforms
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